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& 
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_ Z/ 
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JUDGMENT

CENTLIVRES C*J. Sir Henry Tims on Lukin, to whom I shall 

refer as the testator, died in 1925 leaving a will which, after 

setting forth a bequest to Lady Lukin, his wife, of his residence 

and his personal effects, proceeded as follows 2-

11 I bequeath the usufruct or income of the rest, residue 

and remainder of my Estate, nothing whatever excepted to my 

said wife, Annie Maria Lukin (born Quinn) for the term of her 

natural life, giving her the right of disposition of the said 

residue and remainder by Will*

It is my will and desire that in the event of my said 

Wife, me surviving, dying without having made a Will, the 

following dispositions of such residue shall be made t>y my

\ Executors hereinafter named. "
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The "following dispositions" consisted of :

(1) the bequest to certain nieces and nephews of "the income 

derived from the amounts set opposite their respective 

names." There followed a provision as to the devolution 

of the "capital amount mentioned in respect of each** 

nephew and niece ;

(2) the bequest of £300 to a godson "as his sole and absolute 

property" ;

(3) a direction to his executors to apply a sufficient sum 

of money, not exceeding £1,000, for the endowment of a 

bed in two named hospitals ;
4 I -

(4) a direction to his executors to provide a sufficient sum 

of money for establishing a bursary of £50 per annum 

for any student studying at a named institute;

(?) a direction that "the capital amount" of "any residue 

over and above the bequests aforementioned shall bp 

equally divided between all my aforementioned nieces 

and nephews or the survivors Of them......... ..”

The will then proceeded as follows

I nominate and appoint, as Executors and Trustees under

this Will, and Administrators of my Estate, the STANDARD

BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA, LIMITED (hereinafter called 'The Bank?) 

and I desire that the Bank may................ transact any

Banking Business on behalf of my Estate or the Trusts under 

this Will, and may retain oh current or deposit or may 

advance any moneys it may be necessary or convenient to
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11 retain or advance on the same terms as .would be made with 

a Customer in the ordinary course of business» "

Lady Lukin died in 1952, leaving a will in which she exercised 

the right conferred on her by the testator to dispose of the residue 

of the testator’s estate#

The executors of the estate of the late Lady Lukin applieA 

to the Cape Provincial Division for an order declaring that the 

interest held by her immediately prior to her death in the residuary 

estate of the testator was a "usufructuary or other like interest" 

within the meaning of fíec» 3(4)(c) of Act 29 of 1922 as amended»

The Provincial Division granted the application and the 

Commissioner now appeals#

The contention of the Commissioner is that Lady Lukin 

acquired, within the meaning of Sec #3 (4) (b) of the Act, a fiduciary 

interest 'in the residue of her husband’s estate» if that content

ion is correct then the estate of Lady Lukin is liable to pay estate 
i 

duty on the value of such fiduciary interest, calculated in terms 

of Sec» 5(b)(iii)» (See/ Sec» 24 but under Sec» 25 the duty would 

be recoverable, in terms of Sec» 23, from the persons to whom; any 

advantage accrued as a result of Lady Lukin’s deathIf the con

tention of the executors of Lady Lukin’s estate is correct, no 

estate duty will, in view of Sec* 4(a)(vii), be payable in respect
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of the interest which she acquired under her husband’s will.,

Mr. de Villiers, who appeared on behalf off the Commissioner, 

contended that, as the testator did not bequeath the residue of 

the estate to his executors, trustees and administrators, to 

whom I shall refer as the Bank, it must be taken that he did not 

intend that the dominium in the residue should vest in the Bank 

and that he intended that the dominium should vest in Lady 

Lukin. Counsel went so far as to contend that it was the 

Intention of the testator tha^ Lady Lukin should have the cus

tody and control of the residue of the testator’s estate And 

that the final liquidation and distribution account in the estate 
* 

of the testator should not have awarded the residue of the 

estate to the Bank as trustees and administrators. No good 

purpose can be served by setting out the elaboration of counsel’s 

argument on this point# It is sufficient to say that if one 

peruses the testator’s will carefully It will at once become 

apparent that he was fully aware of the difference between 

bequeathing capital and bequeathing the income of capital. In 

the bequest to Lfidy Lukin the testator usedf the words ’^usufruct 

or income11. He obviously regarded those two words as being 

synonymous. Strictly speaking it may be said that when a 

person has the usufruct of a thing he is entitled to have the 

control and custody of that thing but in ordinary evetyday
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language it is often said that a person has the usufruct of 

the residue of an estate when all that is meant’is that he ; 

is entitled to receive the income produced by that residue*

Although there is no express bequest of the residue Of 

the testator’s estate to the Bank, it is clear, in my opinion, 

that the testator intended the Bank to have the custody and 

residue
the control of the xadud during Lady Lukin.’s lifetime and 

also after her death in'the event of her not exercising the 

right of disposition conferred on her by the will. The Bank 

was appointed not only as executors but also as trustees and 

administrators and it seems to me that the words "the trusts 

"uhder this Will" (occurring in the clause appointing the Bank) 

refer not only to the^ duties cast on the Bank after LadyLukin’s 

death, should she fail to exercise her power of disposition, 

but also po the implicit duty cast on the Bank to pay hejr the 

indome derived from the residue of the estate during her life

time# In my opinion, therefore, the residue of the estate 

was correctly awarded to the Bank, in the final liquidation and 

distribution account in the testator’s estate#

Ur# de Villiers also contended that the fact that Lady 

Lukin was given the right to dispose by will of the residue 
■i 

of the testator’s estate was an indication that the testator 
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intended her to get a fiduciary interest. Hr* de Villiers 

correctly, I think, conceded that wha# is commonly known as a 

power of appointment can be conferred by will onLa beneficiary 

who is a usufructuary. That this is so in the case of a power 

of appointment conferred by a deed containing a donatio int^r 

vivos is clear from the case of Commissioner for Inland Revenue 

v Smollan *s Estate (1955 (3) S.A. 266).

Considerable misconception has been caused by the 

statement made by Juta A.J.A. in Union Government v Olivier 

(1916 A.D. 74 at pp. 89/90). He said that a power of appoint

ment granted by will to an heir to bequeath his portion to one 

or more of his children as he should think fit "can only be 

"exercised in our law by way of a fideicommlssum. see Voet 

"36,1,29 and in re Mybursh (13 S.C. 218) and Stanley v Botha?s 

"Executors (17 S.C. 48) which followed Voet - so that the heir 

"or legatee to whom the power of appointment is given is the 

"fiduciary, and the’persons selected from those named by the 

"testator are the fideicommissOrieS under the will of the test- 

"ator." This statement was referred to with apparent approval 

by Cur lewis C.J. in Westminster Bank Limited N.O. y Tinn N.O. 

(1938 A.D. 57 at p. 66). None of the authorities referred to 

by Juta A.J.A. support his statement that a power of appointment
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can only
iBBgÍKBfl be exercised by way of a fideicommissum. Both ini

u
Oliver *s case and the Westminster Bank case more than one judg- 

A

ment was delivered and there/ is nothing to show that the maj

ority of the Court in either case approved of the statement

made by Juta A# J. A# In both cases property was bequeathed

to the person who was given the power of appointment * in

Olivier’s case tl°nder servituut" i.e. subject :to a fideicomm- 

issum which was specifiedy and in the Westminster Bank case 

it was provided that the children’s shares "shall be burthened 

"with ’Fidel Commissum’ ”• Consequently in each case the 

person holding the power of appointment was a fiduciary and all 

that the statement made by Juta A.J.A# probably means is that 

where that is the case the ordinary rule in regard to fidei* 

commlssa applies vizi that the persons appointed by the ifrlll 

of the person to idiom the power was given ace fideicommis^aries 

and as such succeed to their inheritance not 'Under “th0 will 
A

of the person who exercised the power but under the will of the 

person who granted the power# In view of the fact that in 

each of the above cases there was a bequest to a beneficiary 

who was given a power of appointment and that beneficiary was 

burdened with a fideicommissum I do not think .that either 

Juta A#J.A# or Curlewis C.J# can be held to have intended to

lay down that a power of appointment can be granted by will 
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only fey way of a fideicommissum - a doctrine which it was not 

necessary to lay down in either case» In so far as the Cases 

-of de Villiers v Estate de Villiers. (1929 C.P.D. 106) and 

Lindsay’s Estate v McBride’s Curator (1939 C.P.D. 426) ape 
h 

inconsistent with what I have said they must be taken to be 

overruled» For these reasons I agree with the concession 

made by Mr. de Villiers.

But Mr»de Villiers relied on the cases of Oliver and 

the Westminster Bank for the following proposition • where, 

as in this case, the nature of an intervening beneficiary’s 

Interest is in issue, the conferring upon her of the right of 

disposition of the corpus of the estate in which she holds 

that interest, affords a strong indication that the testator 

intended dominium to vest in her, subject to the limitations 

indicated in the will# It is,perhaps, sufficient to say that 

chn 
I/find nothing in either of the above cases which supports 

the proposition put forward by counsel. As I have already 

pointed out in both those cases there was a béquest to the 

holder of the power of appointment and that bequest was 

expressly burdened with a fideicommis sum and that being the 

case there was no occasion to lay down any such proposition. 

T may add that such a proposition seems to be inconsistent 

with the ratio decldenrn j
— pollan * $ case (supra ) •
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I now return to the testator’s will. The bequest to

Lady Lukin is confined to "the usufruct or income of the’ rest, 

"residue and remainder of my Estate" and is followed by conr 

ferring on her "the right of disposition of the said residue 

"and remainder by Will." All that the bequest to Lady Lukin
El 

fk 

amounts to is that she is entitled to the inqome derived from 

the residue - income which it is implicit from the will read 

as a whole must be paid to her by the Bank on which is impojsed 

the duty of administering the residue. There is no reason to 
* 

suppose that the testator intended that Lady Lukin should be 

vested with the dominium in the corpus of the residue. Far 

the purpose of this case it is not necessary to decide whether 

the dominium in that corpus vested in the Bank as executors 

in the first instance and afterwards in the Bank as administ

rators and trustees when it was awarded the residue on the con- 

firmatioh of the final liquidation and distribution account in 

the testator’s estate. If, as I think is the case, Lady Lukin

had no dominium in the residue, it follows that she did not 

hold a "fiduciary interest" within the meaning .of Sec. 3(4)(b) 

of the Act but a "usufructuary or other like interest" within

XÏbwr

the meaning of Sec. 3(4)(c).

Fop these reasons I am of opinion that the conclusion 

reached by the Provincial Division is correct and that the 

appeal should be dismissed with costs.


